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Gather Around!
Hare: Yousifils and Virgin Manwich
Occasion: Bringing it back to Adliya
Location: Déjà vu (opposite Gulf Hotel)
Headcount: Approximately 30+
Virgins: We had 1 but he left before I could get his name.
Visitors: None
Returnees: Budget and someone else..

Trail:
There are dots to follow which look like this  made from blotches of flower, checks that look
like an O, falsies look like X’s. find a check and search for the trail. Find a falsie and head back to
the check. There are arrows that look like this  that point into the direction of the trail. There
are 2 beer stops! 1 to pay for and 1 with a big surprise!

Circle Up!
Raffles: Cunt Chunkula x2 (one of her prizes was a deck of sex in Ancient Greece cards), Red
Cock Down x2, Tentpole, Just-Joann x2, Virgin Manwich, Pure Feckin Muppet.
Critique: R’Anus Cunny Linguist and Tarbitrator
Description:
Tarbitrator – it was short and sweet, it was a wonderful hash, and there was food.
Score: 9 ½ /10
Reassessment: R’Anus Cunny Linguist – The Hares don’t speak English so 3 points docked for
that, there as a beer stop that we had to pay for so that’s 1 ½ points docked.. There was free
food and drink in the middle of the hash, at our 2nd beer stop! So they did well!

Score: 6.9! That’s a sixty nine with a period in the middle!

Down Downs
In 1912, the Dixy Cup was invented. If you wear something on your head that looks like a Dixy
Cup, or will be forced to wear one, get in the circle! All you sailors! – Cunt Chunkula, D-Cup DUI,
and Kipper Licker.
Lady Good Diver, R’Anus Cunny Linguist and their teacher friends went down to Trader Vicks
this weekend for a few drinks. They happened to order a drink called the fish bowl. Now this
beverage comes in a big bowl that is the size of D-Cup DUI’s head or bigger! Lady Good Diver
had this brilliant idea.. She thought it would be nice to drink it as a shot and proceeded to suck
it all down! She got it all in her and swallowed!
2 Craps and Pedoless went on an amazing cruise to Greece and Turkey and oh it was a greasy
turkey. They had lots of booze and there was a lot of tits! So these two were in their cabin with
the door closed when “Steve” the cabin boy stopped by with some towels and knocked on the
door. He then heard a voice, it was 2 Craps saying “I’m coming! I’m coming! Oh GOD I’M
COMING!” then the cabin boy walked in! Steve sees them banging! And that’s when 2 craps
cums, but not in her! He pulled out and came all over Steve!
Text 4 Fun was competing in a golf tournament at the Awali golf course this weekend. She was
so crap at golf that she ended up with a score of 713. She was so bad that she was missing the
ball at every hole! Swinging and swinging and swinging some more! She was so bad that the
organizers of the tournament had to give her a prize just so she could go away! They were like
“Please come here and collect your gift.” She won a microwave! What did she do after getting
it? She walked back onto the golf course and started playing again! They couldn’t believe what
was going on, they were so desperate to get her out of there they called her up again and this
time gave her a tablet!

Accusations
Hashy Birthday Red Cock Down! We at the hash believe that one must either make a cake or be
the cake on his or her own birthday, but since Red Cock Down got us all food and beer, which
was very generous of him for such a minuscule man. He gets to be in the circle for every down
down! That’s what you get for trying to buy out the hashers!
Pedoless asked 2 Craps to wait for her at Old Beams as she went to wash her hands at the
nearest restroom. A few minutes go by and he is still waiting. After waiting more than 15
minutes, he asked a waitress to check the women’s bathroom which turned out to be empty! 2
Craps decides to catch up with the rest of the hashers at Silks and finds Pedoless surprised to
see him! She said “Where have you been!?” Moral of the story, NEVER wait on a woman,
because she won’t be waiting on you!

2 Craps decided to thank the hares for the awesome trail and ends up pointing at 2 random
guys because Arabs apparently look all the same! No, if one Arab lays the trail, all Arabs do not
lay the trail!
Wanker of the Week: Ham Salami Bacon forgot the wanker of the week in his car, so he must
wear it during the next hash run!

ON-ON!
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